


SEMI PRIVATE HALF DAY SNORKELING TOUR - H²0 Bora Bora

With this tour, you can tick of the bucket list manta rays, eagle rays, sharks, gorgeous coral garden, tropical fishes and so much more !!! 
Take your time to discover all that the staggeringly beautiful lagoon of Bora Bora has to offer and believe us......it offers a lot ! If you like small groups with a very personal 
service then look no further : H20 will fulfill and exceed your expectations. There's a cabin to offer protection from any bad weather that may creep upon you, and a roof 
to provide shade when the sun is shining. A talented guide who goes in the water with you, will take care of you, and teach you about all of the beautiful things you will 

see. But unfortunately, we cannot control the weather and the tours will be organised by your guide who will take into consideration all of the relevant conditions and will 
plan the tour focusing on your personal requirements.

Morning Tour : Several stops in which we aim to see the outer and inner reef, manta rays, eagle rays, a place dubbed the aquarium teeming with life, a beautiful coral 
garden and if we are lucky more. Pick up time dependant on where you are based but usually between 8:15 – 8:30 a.m.

Afternoon Tour : Several stops in which we aim to see the same as the morning tour. Usually the Manta Rays are not seen in the afternoon so if this is a must for you then 
you should choose the morning tour. Pick up time dependant on where you are based but usually between 1:15 – 1:30 p.m

Pick up and drop off included from and to your accommodation. 
All tours must have a minimum of 2 people with a maximum of 4 people.



4X4 SAFARI TOUR 3H30 (3h30) - Tupuna Mountain Safari

The TUPUNA safari tour offers you an adventurous ride around the island of Bora Bora on our 4X4 vehicle. During the tour you will visit the 3 villages of the island as well 
as 2-3 viewpoints (depending on the weather condition) where you will get a splendid view over the lagoon. Along the way our English-speaking local guide will show you a 

historical site with the remains of the cannons of the US army of World War 2 where you will learn about the role of the American military forces on the island. Our 
experienced guide will give you all along the tour information not only on the tradition, culture, history, but also on the industry, geography, fauna and flora of French 

Polynesia. A pleasant fruit-tasting and an informative visit to the only pearl farm of Bora Bora are also included in the tour. Join us and discover Bora Bora from land! For 
your information, we do not recommend our tour to guests with back problems or in case of pregnancy. 

Inclusions: Pick up and drop off at your hotel except Four Seasons and Meridien resorts (mandatory supplement on request) 



GLASS BOTTON BOAT RIDE OVER BORA BORA'S LAGOON (1h30) - Moana Adventure Tours

Classic glass bottom boat rides. A great way to enjoy the beauty of the underwater world of Bora Bora, without ever getting wet! Perfect for the non-snorkeler who wants 
a beautiful and relaxing tour without any worries whatsoever (a favorite among our older visitors or families with children.)

Glide gently over multicolored, exotic coral and fish life in our comfortable 33 foot cruiser as you learn about the history and facts of our famous lagoon. Youll find yourself 
fascinated as our diving guides show you the beauty of the lagoon they call home, especially after youve seen them feed the brilliantly colored fish just a few feet from the 
glass youre looking through! The beauty is not only underwater though! These 1 and 1/2 hour cruises take place under the majestic and scenic mountains of central Bora 

bora. A wonderful photographic experience! 
Pick up and drop off included from and to your accommodation. 



BORA BORA EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCE - FULL DAY TOUR WITH PIC NIC ON AN ISLET (6h) - Romantic Tours

Full Day Tour with picnic: a full day on the lagoon with a delicious Polynesian lunch served on an islet.
You will share this very comfortable 27’ boat with a maximum of 6 other couples.

During this amazing 26 miles tour around Bora Bora, you will snorkel in coral gardens, swim in pristine waters, encounter sharks, stingrays, colorful fishes and 13 shades of 
blue for life-time memories! Included in this package, a delicious local style barbeque on a motu, on your own private table .You can relax and enjoy your meal with a view 

on Mont Otemanu. 

Pick up and drop off included from and to your accommodation. 
Available : Daily



SHARK AND RAY SNORKEL SAFARI (2h30) - Moana Adventure Tours

Discover Shark and Ray in lagoon of Bora Bora !
You start the tour in a coral garden where you will fully enjoy a prosperous underwater wildlife, in clear and shallow waters (3 to 20 feet deep). You will be able to discover 

various types of fishes nestling and sheltering in colorful coral reef. 
Then you will stop in knee high crystal clear water, with white sand under your feet, to meet some stingrays in their natural environment.

The experienced guide will show you how to pet them. Finally this unforgettable experience will allow you to swim with sharks outside the reef.
Their guide is fully respectful and confident with them, he will lead you in this exciting experience. Should you not feel confident to go in the water, you will be able to see 

them from the boat. 

Pick up and drop off included from and to your accommodation. 
Available: Monday, Wenesday, Thursday and Saturday.



PRIVATE ROMANTIC LAGOON ESCAPADE (BBQ and Champagne) 6h - Moana Adventure Tours

Unique Private Tour, THE romantic tour on Bora Bora! Perfect for the honeymooning couple in love, or just good friends, it is an experience you will never forget. The day 
on the lagoon features circling the island in a comfortable 17 ft Boat, from which you will encounter: 1) the fabulous sting rays of the lagoon, 2) a snorkeling stop at the 
majestic coral gardens, and 3) a visit to the place where the world famous manta rays feed. (sometimes we see them, sometimes we don’t). Around noon, the boat will 

stop off at small island where we will layout a fabulous "picnic in the water" for you.The menu includes: delicious marinated fish appetizers, along with an entree of 
barbecued fish, chicken, or steak, baked potato, a delicious salad and a nice assortment of sweet local island fruits... All this, plus a complimentary bottle of champagne will 
be served. After enjoying this relaxing meal, most people then choose to wander around the motu a bit, beachcombing, walking along the barrier reef, or sometimes taking 

a light swim. (the guide stays and cleans up the picnic area) Before returning you to your respective hotel, you could even do a last snorkel or swimming stop ! .
This private tour lasts for 6 hours.

Inclusions: Pick up and drop off at your hotel + Tour + lunch on an islet
Available: Daily



GUIDED JET SKI TOUR (2h) - Matira Jet Tours

A 2 hour discovery jet ski trip around the famous lagoon of Bora Bora. Included: swimming stops, photography stop at perfect paradise locations and the renown "coco 
show" performed by one of the best tahitian guy on Bora Bora! This is really an activity of a lifetime.

Inclusions: Pick up and drop off at your hotel / guest house (except Four Seasons Resort - price on request) + Tour + training + all equipment
Available: Daily



GUIDED QUAD TOUR (2h) - Matira Jet Tours

This 2 hour excursion will take you on the local circle-island road before heading into the forest where few people have gone.
The trail is more technical but adapted to all levels of piloting and leads you through the tropical forest to spectacular viewpoints. This tour will give you a completely 

different view of Bora Bora. 
The quad, whether ridden solo or in tandem, is a great way to share unforgettable moments and sensations. 

A vehicle driver’s license is required for Quad pilots.
Children 5 years and older are welcomed as passengers with their parents. Helmets are provided.

Driver license and credit card are mandatory for the tour. 

Pick up and drop off included from and to your accommodation
 (except accommodation on a private islet - supplement on request, please ask your travel consultant).



COMBO TOUR : Jet Ski + Quad (2h) - Matira Jet Tours

"Combo Tour" offers an exciting and fun way to discover both the lagoon of Bora Bora and her georgous white sandy islet (Motu Roa).
A short transfer by minivan will take you to the waverunner base located on Matira Beach. Your guide will introduce you to the safety regulations for waverunner 

operation. There are three requirements : you must wear the lifevest provided, remain in line and follow thirty yards behind the waverunner in front to you. To begin your 
trip with, you will ride over to the Motu Roa on the South-eastern side of Bora Bora and have the chance to admire the beautiful colors of lagoon on your way. It will take 
you aproximately 20 minutes to reach this white sandy islet, where the ATV are based. Youll receive safety advices from your guide before starting the second part of this 
adventure, to the interior of the Motu Roa. Ride your ATV through forests, Aito trees and "fara" (pandanus) plantations, the largest ones being found on the motu. After 

crossing the motu, discover a beautiful white-shingly beach and enjoy an endless view on the ocean. You will have opportunities for pictures. Refreshments will be served. 
Continue your drive on the beach and increase speed if you wish. The ride is about 2 km long (1,25 miles). At last, try a circuit through dense forest and feel more like an 

adventurer. Get back up on your waverunner and return to Matira Beach.
Inclusions: Pick up and drop off at your hotel except Four Seasons Resort (mandatory supplement on request) + Tour + all equipment

Available: Daily



COMBO : Jet Ski (2h) & Lunch at Bloody Mary's & Shark and Ray Safari (2h30) - Moana Adv Tours

Discover the best of each side of Bora Bora's island with this full day Tour (Jet Ski, lunch & Lagoon tour)
You'll be picked up at your hotel or Vaitape Dock (depending on your hotel, our Travel Consultant will inform you the exact pickup location) at 8AM for your jet ski tour !  

Your guide will introduce you to the safety regulations for waverunner operation. 
There are three requirements : you must wear the lifevest provided, remain in line and follow thirty yards behind the waverunner in front to you. 
To begin your trip with, you will ride over to the lagoon of Bora Bora and have the chance to admire the beautiful colors of lagoon on your way. 

Then you'll have a lunch at the famous Bloody Mary's restaurant.
Your afternoon will be dedicated to the discovery of the three main highlights that Bora Bora's lagoon has to offer: snorkeling at the coral garden, swimming with 

sharks,and meeting with stingrays. Don't forget your underwater camera! 

Pick up and drop off included from and to your accommodation. 
Available: All days except Sunday



COMBO : 4x4 Safari Tour (3h) & Lunch at Bloody Mary's & Shark and Ray Safari (2h30) - Moana Adv Tours

Discover the best of each side of Bora Bora's island with this full day Tour (4x4 Safari tour, lunch & Lagoon tour)
You'll be picked up at your hotel or Vaitape Dock (depending on your hotel, our Travel Consultant will inform you the exact pickup location) at 8AM to start the 3 hours 4x4 
Safari Tours (with a stop on the top of the Mount Otemanu, the ideal place for pictures of Bora Bora's incredible lagoon). You'll discover the inside of the island with your 

local driver/guide. 
Then you'll have a lunch at the famous Bloody Mary's restaurant.

Your afternoon will be dedicated to the discovery of the three main highlights that Bora Bora's lagoon has to offer: snorkeling at the coral garden, swimming with 
sharks,and meeting with stingrays. Don't forget your underwater camera! 

Pick up and drop off included from and to your accommodation. 
Available: All days except Sunday



COMBO : 4x4 Safari Tour (3h) & Lunch at Bloody Mary's & Jet Ski (2h) - Moana Adv Tours

Discover the best of each side of Bora Bora's island with this full day Combo Tour (4x4 Safari tour, lunch & Jet Ski tour)
You'll be picked up at your hotel or Vaitape Dock (depending on your hotel, our Travel Consultant will inform you the exact pickup location) at 8AM to start the 3 hours 4x4 
Safari Tours (with a stop on the top of the Mount Otemanu, the ideal place for pictures of Bora Bora's incredible lagoon). You'll discover the inside of the island with your 

local driver/guide.
Then you'll have a lunch at the famous Bloody Mary's restaurant.

Your afternoon will be dedicated to the jet ski tour !  Your guide will introduce you to the safety regulations for waverunner operation. 
There are three requirements : you must wear the lifevest provided, remain in line and follow thirty yards behind the waverunner in front to you. 
To begin your trip with, you will ride over to the lagoon of Bora Bora and have the chance to admire the beautiful colors of lagoon on your way. 

Pick up and drop off included from and to your accommodation. 
Available: All days except Sunday



One of the most beautiful Parasailing ride in the world.
Romantic, private, sweet and silent sailing well being, calmness and freedom. Taking off and landing on the boat.

Accessible from 7 up to 77 years old.
A unique experience over the most beautiful lagoon in the word, dream with oppen eyes ! Exceptional view with his symphonies of colors and his marine wildlife. 

Surprising contrast of the crystalline waters of the lagoon, the white foam of the reef and the intense blue of the Pacific. 
Inclusions: Pick up and drop off for all hotels / guest houses except Four Seasons and Le Meridien Resorts (mandatory supplement on request) + Tour + all equipment

Available: Daily

OVERFLY THE LAGOON WITH A PARASAIL BOAT - Bora Bora Parasail



Discover the best fishing spots the island with the 2 most popular fishing tours.
Enjoy a half day/full day fishing experience on a motor boat.

The captain will take you to the best fishing grounds outside the reef and inside Bora Bora lagoon.
Outside reef, you'll fish for various varieties of sportfish in the area such as jacks, wahoo, barracud, skip-jack tuna, yellow fin tuna, bonito inside the lagoon.

Inclusions: Pick up and drop off at your hotel / guest house + guide + drinks
Duration: Half Day 4 hours / Full Day 6 hours

Available: Daily

FISHING TOURS - Lagoon Service



When you come to Bora Bora, stop by for one of their great dinners, have a few drinks, and see why we're the island's most popular nightly attraction! The Day's Catch is 
what's for Dinner. Each evening fish display at Bloody Marys(except Sundays), the daily catch of the local fishermen from Bora Bora is displayed on ice, where after an 

explanation of exactly what's available on your particular evening, the host takes your order directly with the chef. You can choose from the vast selection, pick one of our 
combination plates, or create your own particular combination. Crab, shrimp,steak, chicken, and a vegetarian plate are also available. It's truly a fine dining experience. 

Bon Apetit!
Inclusions: Pick up and drop off at your hotel or Vaitape dock (ask your travel consultant for details) except Four Seasons and Meridien Resorts (supplement on request)

Available : Daily, except Sunday

BLOODY MARY'S DINNER



ST JAMES' DINNER

Restaurant St James located in Vaitape, alongside the lagoon, offers French Polynesian fusion style cooking, in a delightful ambiance.
Service is friendly and the food is beautifully presented and delicious. Open Monday to Saturday. 

Romantic Menu : Red Ahi tuna tartare, seasoning recipe or Ocean prawns salad , fresh O J dressing + Beef tenderloin grilled , contry style potatoes , foie gras sauce or 
Roasted Mahi mahi filet , vanila bean sauce , lemon crushed potatoes + Caramelize tatin pie , vanilla ice cream, ( old calvados cream ) or Passion fruit cheese cake Included 

: one bottle of water for 2, coffee/tea for 2.  
Signature Menu : Home made foie gras terrine, Bora Bora sea salt, exotic chutney + Egg from the farm, cooked by the flame, white and black truffle flavor + Island spinny 
lobster ravioli and his shellfish cream + Wild mushroom and truffle risotto, reduice juice, fresh parmesan + Stuffed rack of lamb whith morel, cocoa crust, glazed veggies + 

Duo Lemon delights flambed whit raspberry vodka + Our wines selection (one bottle for two menus) : Champagne Bollinger brut spécial cuvée or Sancerre blanc la 
moussière or Châteauneuf du Pape le clos de l'Oratoire 

Included : one bottle of water for 2, coffee/tea for 2. 
Pick up and drop off included from and to your accommodation (except accommodation on a private islet - supplement on request, please ask your travel consultant). 



One of the most romantic activities on the island!

Sunset Dream : The only one semi-private sunset tour offering a pick up from all hotels everyday ! 8 persons maximum. No minimum number of passengers required. - 40 
HD honeymoon pictures on USB, - Amazing lagoon discovery - Champagne served on board.

Pick-up from 4.15 to 5.30pm from hotel dock.

Coco Sunset : - Private tour, - Amazing lagoon discovery, - Champagne served on board.
Pick-up from 4.30 to 5.30pm from hotel dock.

Pick up and drop off included from and to your accommodation.

SUNSET TOUR - The Love Boat



COMBO SUNSET CRUISE (2h) & ROMANTIC DINNER AT THE ST JAMES RESTAURANT - Romantic Tours

This Romantic combo tour aboard our Polynesia outrigger canoe will give you everlasting memories.  The discreet captain will pick you up at your hotel and will take you to 
a blissful evening.  Sip your Champagne at day's end as you watch the setting South Pacific sun as it fades into the horizon. Just relax and let yourself be lulled by the gentle 
waves of the lagoon as the skies are transformed from azure blue and turquoise to orange, fiery red, and finally, deep purple in a dramatic display of nature's grandeur.A 

unique experience over the most beautiful lagoon in the word! Starting at the end of the afternoon, this tour offers some of the most spectacular views all over BoraBora’s 
lagoon. At the end of the sunset cruise, a delicious dinner will be served at St James Restaurant, with your own private table. Here is the menu :

Ocean Prawns Salad, Fresh O.J. Dressing Or Red Ahi Tuna Tartare Seasoning Recipe
Roasted Mahi Mahi Vanilla Bean sauce, Lemon Crushed Potatoes Or Beef Tenderloin on the Grill Country style Potatoes, Pepper Corn or Foir Gras sauce

Caramelize Tatin Pie, (Old Calvados) cream Or Passion Fruit Cheese cake
& Glass of Champagne, St James selection, 1 Bottle of Water, Coffee or Tea

Pick up included from your accommodation. 



Ride your own underwater scooter up to 10 feet/3 meters and live this unique experience in POLYNESIA. 
No need to be a diver or a swimmer to drive the Sub Scooter.

Inclusions: Pick up and drop off at your hotel / guest house + Tour + all equipment
Available: Daily

THE SCOOTER SUB : YOUR OWN SUBMARINE ! (2h) - Aquabike



Discover the fabulous underwater world without even getting your head wet !
For everyone, eight years and older. Totally safe.

Wear a wetsuit and a yellow diving helmet for a spectacular experience walking in Bora Bora's spectacular lagoon, which some say is the most beautiful in the world.
No diving experience is required, and you need not even know how to swim to discover this exciting new world. Your head remains dry inside the helmet; you can even 

wear your glasses and you remain in complete safety just a few feet below the surface. 
Plastic shoes, wetsuit, mask and snorkel are available as there will be time for snorkelling while others are taking their underwater walk, as group size is limited.

Inclusions: Pick up and drop off at your hotel (except Four Season, St Regis and Le Meridien resorts - supplement on request) + Tour + all equipment
Available: Daily

AQUA SAFARI (2h)



The first and only ecotour in Bora Bora ! Another way to discover the nature of the island : Ideal for those who are looking for a small group tour (maximum 6 people) or 
who wish to be assisted by a diving instructor during the excursion and snorkelling. 

The first stop will be in a preserved coral garden located between two islets, in the north west of the island. A real bed of corals in shallow water hiding an underwater 
fauna & flora untouched and full of colors. Sting rays are often visitors of this coral gardens.

The second stop will be in the east of Bora Bora. Our clients will snorkel along a wall of lace corals and with their guide they will swim with the mythical manta rays and 
admire their majestic and unique movements. Although they can reach a size of 4 meters this snorkeling area is safe as manta rays are peaceful and only eat plankton.

The third snorkeling will be in the south of Bora Bora, close to Matira point. The clients will swim in the middle of a natural pool of turquoise and crystal clear water and be 
surrounded by hundred of tropical fish. Moray eels point the tip of their nose often too!

The fourth snorkel stop will be in the south east of the island, in a magnificent bay with the view of the volcano rim. Our clients do a drift snorkel above a sand bank to see 
a school of spotted eagle rays. The group can reach sometimes the number of 12 rays !

Inclusions: Tour + all equipment / Available: Daily

PURE SNORKELING – Reef Discovery



SNORKELING'S COOL - THE LOVE BOAT

Semi private tour with snorkeling pedagogy ! Maybe, didn’t you have the chance to grow by the see like tahitian kids. Many of our visitors didn’t snorkel that much before, 
or had difficulties with snorkeling gears, are sometimes afraid by water... All little things which turn a beautyfull snorkeling to a stressfull experience, unabling to 

completely enjoy the moment. This service is perfectly adapted for families who want to enjoy the lagoon together.
SnorkelingZcool is your 3h semi-private tour, 2 to 10 pers. The first stop in shallow water to learn how to set and use snorkeling gears, how to swim with fins… check if 
guests need a floater. Feeling safer, we will go in average depth for a magic stop surounded by hundreds of tropical fish, and corals. The last stop, is in deep water for 

meeting the giant manta rays, or eagle rays according to the day conditions.
Take it easy, and use our new generation of snorkeling helmets! They are made to offer a solution to all the beginners’ worries like no more water inside mask and snorkel, 

no more snorkel in mouth, a wider visibility without fog, breathing by the nose… !<
Try it, you never saw the water like this before.

Inclusions: Tour + all equipment / Available: Daily



SKY DIVE ON BORA BORA – Tahiti Parachutisme (Transfers not included)

Are you up for a mind-blowing experience in the heart of an amazing landscape ?
Experience the thrill of free fall with Skydive Tahiti and our professional skydiving instructors (who have BEES French Federation professional sports degrees).

Inclusions: Tour + all equipment
Available: Daily



HONEYMOON PHOTO TOUR - THE LOVE BOAT

More than a photo-shooting, not only a lagoon tour. Turn this trip to a honeymoon in Bora Bora ! Celebrate your honeymoon with this elegant and romantic lagoon private photo tour, 
taylor-made for Bora Bora. Get all the beautiful pictures together you need but miss, to share and remember this exceptional honeymoon in Bora Bora. The course is specially adapted for 

pictures, with an exclusive guidance. Prestigious HD lagoon photo-shooting, aboard with the best lagoon views, reef, turquoise colors, snorkeling surrounded by tropical fish, and standing in 
turquoise water for drinking champagne! Lots of pictures, immediately on USB.

Sunset Lovers (1h30) : This sunset tours enjoy the beauty of the end of the day aboard a panoramic and comfortable deckboat. The course is adapted for a romantic photo shooting 
celebrating your honeymoon, and your photographer guide will show you all the lagoon wonder. A champagne bottle will be served in freshly opened coconut, simple and delicious as the 

sunset in Bora Bora. Private tours, and semi-private tours 8 passengers maximum.
For private tours, on request without extra fees, drop of on the island as a restaurant diner transfer. The most romantic private tour on Bora Bora !

Inclusions : - 100 HD honeymoon pictures on DVD immediately, - Amazing lagoon discovery, - Coco-champagne served on board. Pick-up from 4.30 to 5.30pm from hotel dock.
Lagoon Lovers (2h30) : Private tour which includes : - 250 HD honeymoon pictures on USB immediately, - Pictures on board to the south of the lagoon, with the best views. - Snorkeling at 

coral garden with pictures, - Amazing lagoon discovery, - Champagne served in coconut standing in turquoise waters.
Pick-up 9.30am and 1.30pm from hotel dock.

Bora Bora dream (4h) : Private tour which includes : - Circle island tour with exclusive discovery guidance showing all the lagoon, wonders. - 300 HD honeymoon pictures on USB 
immediately, - Snorkeling at coral garden with pictures, - Amazing lagoon discovery, - Champagne served in coconut standing in turquoise waters. Pick-up 8.30am and 1.30pm from hotel 

dock.



WHALE WATCHING TOUR - Tohora Bora Bora

Enthusiast(s) by humpback whales, come and share some unforgettable moments to meet these giant of the ocean. 
The boat is equipped with a directional hydrophone offering exceptional sound quality for listening to their majestic songs.

The season runs Polynesia from July to November (depending on the year) where they come to give birth and to reproduce.
 With over 11 years of experience in the approach and the observation of these marine mammals, Simon will be happy to share and convey this passion with the greatest 

respect for the animal. This tour is led by a guide and captain.

Inclusions : Tour + all equipment
Available: Daily



SCENIC FLIGHT ON BORA BORA & TUPAI (30min) - Tahiti Air Charter

Lovers of breathtaking experiences? You have arrived at destination! Embark on a Cessna 208 Caravan to discover from above two of the most stunning treasures of 
Polynesia: Bora Bora and Tupai. You will have the chance to admire like nowhere else these outstanding landscapes nestled in the heart of the Pacific. Bora Bora, the “Pearl 
of the Pacific” will unveil the shades of its turquoise lagoon considered as one of the most stunning in the world, but also the beauty of the majestic Mt. Otemanu. During 
your tour, you will have the chance to fly over a mosaic made of splendid overwater bungalows, the Matira point, the remains from the World War II or the motu Tapu, 
among so many others.After a few minutes flying over the ocean, you will be able to perceive a wonder of nature: Tupai, the heart-shaped atoll. Trust us, you probably 

haven’t seen so much beauty from the sky before. But as all good things come to an end, it will be time for you to go back to the Bora Bora airport where a boat will take 
you back to your hotel, cruising over the crystal clear lagoon. Between the blue sky and the translucent sea, this panoramic flight will forever be engraved in your memory. 

 Minimum 4 persons - maximum 8 persons.
Pick up and Drop off included from/to your accommodation on Bora Bora.



SCENIC FLIGHT ON BORA BORA, RAIATEA & TAHA'A (45min) - Tahiti Air Charter

Indulge yourself with this one of a kind adventure aboard a Cessna 208 Caravan amphibian, and follow our passionate pilots through this unique experience. You will have 
the chance to fly over Bora Bora and its mythic lagoon with countless shades of blue. A pure dream for travelers from all around the world, and it is yours today! 

Considered as sister islands because of the lagoon they share, Raiatea and Taha’a will also be part of your dreamy itinerary. While flying over Raiatea, you will be able to 
discover the Faaroa bay and the Taputapuatea marae, cradle of the Polynesian civilization and recently designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Some marvelous 

discoveries are also waiting for you over the island of Taha’a. Its motu and wild large bays will blow your mind with their luxurious and mystic vegetation which contrasts 
perfectly with the blue lagoon of Bora Bora: a picture you will want to remember forever. Back to the airport, a boat will take you to your hotel. Get your fill of sensations 
with this unrivalled experience and indulge yourself with this unique way of admiring the true beauty of our islands. No doubt about it: French Polynesia is simply majestic 

seen from above.  
 Minimum 4 persons - maximum 8 persons.

Pick up and Drop off included from/to your accommodation on Bora Bora.



FULL DAY TOUR ON MAUPITI ISLAND BY SEAPLANE - Tahiti Air Charter

Let’s start this wonderful day with a flight over the breathtaking landscapes of French Polynesia passing under your feet. After flying for a few minutes, you will be landing 
in Maupiti where you will instantly feel wrapped in an atmosphere of serenity, simple pleasures and sunlight. Considered as one of the most stunning islands of Polynesia, 
you will have the chance to experience in a unique way, with our native guide, the treasures of Maupiti and its lagoon with countless stunning shades of blue. Soak in the 

Polynesian lifestyle by enjoying local activities such as a lagoon tour, snorkeling with Manta rays, the coral garden discovery and a picnic on a stunning motu. Born and 
raised in Maupiti, our passionate guide Sammy will know how to turn this day into an authentic and unforgettable getaway for you. It is in this scenery worthy of a 

postcard that you will have the chance to experience the sweet life of Maupiti, meet its welcoming residents and to tip your toes in the pristine lagoon of this enchanting 
island. Take a moment to admire the surroundings of this well preserved and authentic paradise. To end this marvelous adventure, our pilots will take you back to your 

departure island, allowing you to admire once again the beauty that French Polynesia offers from above. 
 Minimum 4 persons - maximum 8 persons.

Pick up and Drop off included from/to your accommodation on Bora Bora. 



FULL DAY TOUR ON TAHA'A ISLAND BY SEAPLANE - Tahiti Air Charter

From Bora Bora, get on board for this full day excursion in Taha’a. Your adventure will start with your boat transfer from your hotel to the Bora Bora airport where your 
seaplane will be ready for you. You will then fly to Taha’a to admire the luxurious and magnificent vegetation before enjoying a sea landing on the west side of the island. 

Imagine arriving in a place where time seems to have stopped: You have arrived in Taha’a. Be ready for a well arranged day tour combining outstanding landscapes, mystic 
sceneries and discovery activities such as a visit of the Taha’a rhum factory, the Vanilla valley and the Belvédère with its stunning point of view over the bays. Then, it will 

be time to enjoy a well prepared lunch on a splendid motu with your feet in the sand. Our guide will be pampering you with a typical local menu and a wide range of 
beverages. On land, over the water or in the air, discovery and relaxation will be the magic words for this very privileged day. To finish this moment suspended in time, you 

will be flying back to Bora Bora where our boat will take you back to your hotel cruising once again over the turquoise lagoon of the island.    
Minimum 4 persons - maximum 8 persons.

Pick up and Drop off included from/to your accommodation on Bora Bora.


